
BISHOP'S "FIVE FLIGHTS UP" 

Sometimes it's the shoes, 
the tying and untying, the bending of the heart 
to put them on, take them off, the rush of blood 
between the head and feet, my face, sometimes, 
if I could see it in the moment, astonished. 

Other times the stairs, 
three or four at most, "flights" we call them, 
as if to mock the wings we'll never have, 
the fifth floor the one to kill the breath 
and chill the air, where the bird in the building 

flies to first. Love, too, 
a leveler, a dying all its own, the parts left 

beh~d not to be replaced, unspeakable as silence, 
like rising in the night at 3:00 a.m. to watch 
the snow or the dead leaf fall, the rings around 
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the streetlight in the rain, 
and then the rain, the red fist of the heart 
opening and closing on its own, almost without me. 
If I could sleep standing, if I could walk out 
with my eyes closed and let the dark take me in .... 

When I bend to tie my shoes 
I see 



Sometimes it's the shoes, 
the tying and untying, 
the bending of the heart 
to put them on, take them off, 
the rush of blood between 
the head and feet, my face, sometimes, 
if I could see it, astonished. 

I 

Otherwise, in HiER6~'~ phrase, 
it's "five flights up," 
though climbing three or four 
can kill the breath enough 
to chill the air. Love, too, 
can be a leveler, a dying all its own, 
including the imagination. 

Bishop's "Five Flights Up" 

Sometimes it's the shoes, 
the tying and untying, 
the bending of the heart 
to put them on, take them off, 
the rush of blood between 
the head and feet, my face, sometimes, 
if I could see it, astonished. 

Other times it's stairs, 
three or four at most, "flights" 
we call them, as if to mock 
the ffg~sswe'll never have--
theJ Kitl the breath enough 
to chill the air, so that I have to 
stand there when I get there, 

a witness to myself. 

each floor kills the breath 
enough to chill the air. 
I have to stand there 

each floor kills the breath 
enough to chill the air: I have to 
stand there whan I get there 

like a witness to myself. 



Sometimes it's the shoes, 
the tying and untying, 
the bending of the haart 
to put them on, take them off, 
the rush of blood, back and forth, 
between the head and feet, 
my face, sometimes, if I could see it, 

astonished. Otherwise, 
it'sclimbing "five flights up," 
as Bishop putsit, though 
three or four can kill the breath 
enough to chill the air 
a little brittle blue. Love, too, 
is a leveler, a dying all its own. 

Where's the ground, really? 
We imagine it beneath the floor 

tR1tP~H~iidrcR~g~~f6-tle~~~wshoes 
~RHXXXHRHHX~EX~XRXDg[XKnERK 
I can see the earth, the ancient 
cobblestones, and feel 
the heat/rising from the sunburned path. 

29Tr s~~rtgiWdals and cross 
agaisnt the wind at 5th and 84th, 
the way,l~did the summer 

me,nBXllnXgXk the RIKxa HXR reached 105 degrees 
d em era ure. fl' ~ an wna ever Taiwan ~g-+~PS 

I was wearing melted, ~m~iik~it« 
fExxxkaxRaxk~xxkaxgxassxaH«xxaxaxx 
on the grass, HEH¼xxBHXXJBHXxfaexxiHxxkaxxaxaxx 

no feet in the water. 



Sometimes it's the shoes, the tying and untying, 
the bending of the heart to put them on, take them off, 
t 
the rush of blood, back and forth, between my head and feet, 
my face, if I could see it, astonished 

Sometimes it's the shoes, 
the tying and untying, 
the bending of the heart 
to put them on, take them off, 
the rush of blood, back and forth, 
between my head and feet, 
my face, if I could see it, astonished. 

How thelients, in their_ sa~ls, 
covered eserts, trailed t~ ugh mountains, 
or, all day 

How the ancients, barefoot in their sandals, 
harvested the at or trailed 

How the ancie 
harvested th 
the Middle 

The ancients in their sandals. 
That's a thought--nothing 
but the real ground under them. 
When I bend to tie my shoes 
I can see the earth 
through the floor and the poured 
concrete, I can see, at worst, 

the cobblestones. My face 
turns red from the heat 
rising from the sunburned path. 
My mother's Depression feet 
from wearing shoes too~small--
corns and other things ~ I IM...~ 

vaguely agricultural~ e 



Sometimes it's the shoes, 
the tying and untying, 
the bending of the heart 
to put them on, take them off, 
the rush of blood between 
the head and feet, my face, 
sometimes, if I could see it, 

astonished. Other times 
it's stairs, three 6r four 
at most, "flights" we call them, 
as if to mock the wings 
we'll never have. The floors 
kill the breath enough 
to chill the air, so I wait 

a moment to catch it back. 
Walking, too, slower and at 
a shorter range--when I complain, 
the doctor says walk faster. 
I've never slept, bufhn~w 
it's even less than HH~Hx, 

a dark-night-of-the-soul 

kind of tfising ,..a-t" Q: 00 , a. m: ) 
maybe a car starting up, ~ ,/ _ ~ / 
a cat in heat, the ~ o: ,/J<Vc~tA./l.-~ 
o4'/oameone'~ fteae under a ~t-ight/ ~ 
nothing to do butthink the one 
hard thought that is angry 
with itself or not angry enough. 

age is 
your own w 
of the two 



Sometimes it's the shoes, the tying and untying, 
the bending of heart to put them on, 
take them off, the rush of blood 
between the head and feet, my face, 
sometimes, if I could see i V 
in the moment, flushed, as if astonished. 
Other times the stairs, three or four at most, 
"flights" we call them, i~ e wings ~ k./11--/1.
we'll never have, the fifth floor 
the one to kill the breath and chill the air, 
where the bird in the building flies to first. 
Love, too, a leveler, a dying all its own, 
the parts left behind not to be replaced, 
unspeakable as silence, like rising 
in the night at 3:00 a.m. to watch the snow 
or the dead leaf fall, the rings around the streetlight 
in the rain, and then the rain, the red fist 

heart opening and closing a most without me 
n I bend o tie my/ oes I cans e into t 

unbui ned path o wH ' ch I pas i 
I 

:XHB.XB. 

-';,11Ji lo-M ~ ~ ~~ ~ J Ike #Wtc. 
j,1 1,-n'-~/nd to tie my shoes and the blood fills the cup, 

,~r; can see into the earth and the sunburned path 
~ ~ on whic Iii pass in sandals and at the end /of which 

f~et are washed and softly dried 
with my m E:eilxf air, and then \lnointed. 
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Sometimes it's the shoes, 
the tying and untying, 
the bending of the heart ~ 

~ t to take ::r~ff-- l))r}µtl-

there are ~r ek_ent.y,4i ~ ~ i-i.¥ 
references to feet in 
the King James Bible, 

t' µr-P-; f{; (} l I 
-(v.L ~ ') 

P--

often about the path /,,A ( (Li '~• ~ ,vl,.e. (}-1/~ d»-:- '<'vr-,,JJ-
"out of the miry clay, 11 v--,rJ- O v / . • I ~--
more often about washing . /t. (_ ~ l~ tj '[)_.,, 
and anointing i -~ s ... .,,-,~d #ft;;f /tJ () jf-t,Y-- i/ / 1 , rA 
aoo.u.t--st,,ee-s r ~4aM:. 'O Lt.,e-\. 
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My mother's feet were f,,, t,I, ~ {j 11 11 ti,"'] 
Depression feet from wearing ,.i O ())!,: /:ao-v\ l f 
shoes too small, Sears /. i)A1/' {1 
Roebuck or its like, tl rtrJ {v- (4 / 
like a binding of the feet 
or walking barefoot in 
the desert. Sandpaper 
flat, with corns and 

other things vaguely 
agricultural, and a wobble. 
At seventy-four I have 
her seventy-eight-year-old 

heart, the one she died with. 
When I bend over to tie 
my shoes it's her feet 
trying to fit them, 

and failing, which is why 
my face, when I lift it, 
is heart's-blood red, 
the fluid rushing from 

the bottom in a reverse 
of gravity--or is it because 
my head is too far over 
looking down at the Depression? 
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Sometimes it's the shoes, their simple weight, 
and then the tying and untying them, the bending 
over just to stipfthem off, and then the socks, 
then the iH{~~tigiieconcordance references 
in both books of the Bible, such as Psalms 40:2, 
"He brought me up ... out of the miry clay and set 
my feet upon a rock"; or Proverbs 4:26, "Ponder 
the path of thy feet"; or Matthew 18:8, "Wherefore 
if thy hand or thy foot offend thee, cut them off"--

isn't isn't but it wasn t my hands, it wasn t even my feet, 
it 1~K shoes and clothes and the hours of the day, 
which 

Sometimes it's the shoes, 
their simple weight, 
the tying and untying, 
the bendfn& over the heart 
just to xlxj them off--

there are seventy-five 
Biblical references to feet, 
commonly about the path 
or "out of the miry clay" 
to be set upon a rock, 

b t mo tly the 
and no· ting 
thoug none dir ctly 

sandals, • counting 

but mostly about the washing 
and anointing and a lamp 
unto, though none directly 
about shoes or even sandals, 
in spite of the fact of 

•. uoright like a god. 
walking xnxa~RHKRXXX 
My mother's feet were God
damned Depression feet 




